
I S L A M  C O M M U N I T I E S  

New Minorities in Europe 



Ethnicity 

Origin 

Language 

Religion 

Region 

Customs 

Awareness about belonging to a specific 
group 

Difference from the others 



Identities 

NOT FROM TIME 
IMMEMORIAL  AND 
NOT FOREVER 

CHANGEABLE 
 



New framework for minorities 

 Cultural and political rights 

 Building multicultural society 

 Relations between countries and new 
citizens 

 Dealing with new concepts  

 

 



Different poles 

on one side clear demands for the 
acceptance of uniqueness 

on the other side growing 
intolerance and xenophobia  



Ethnic homogeny 

Same language, culture, 
history:blood relations 

 

„Foreigners” mean threat 



Is Europe really multicultural? 

 A) there is a myth about multicultural 
Europe 

 B) there is reality about multiculturalism in 
Europe 

 C) real intercultural dialogue is more than 
missing 



Multiculturalism and Interculturalism 

 

 Multiculturalism is more about situation  

 Interculturalism is more like a process 

 Multiculturalism is what we mainly have  

 Interculturalism is what we are looking for 



Adjustment of Minorities 

 

Differentiation 

 Integration 

 Assimilation 

 Resistance 

 



Again:what do we really have in Europe? 

 We tolerate minorities only if they don’t do 
anything concerning  majorities 

 

 Myth of national culture, strongly supported 
by religion, still shows itself  much more 
powerfull than multicultural model     



Researches 

 They more or less show that „united Europe” 
in some ways accepts newcomers from other 
European countries, but they are extremely 
intolerant towards so called non Europeans  

 Especially those from Africa and Asia  



European answers to Immigration 

 1)  total excluding 

2) differencial excluding 

3) assimilation 

4) pluralism 



Differencial excluding 

 Limited access to some areas: 

    mainly labor market 

 Restricted access to other areas: 

   social aid, participation in political life 

 

 Practice of excluding: legal mechanisms or 
discrimination 

 Leaving of unwanted guests is expected sooner or 
later 



Differencial exclusion 

 Mostly applied to Germany 

 We also have it in Switzerland, Austria and 
Belgium 

 Germany refuses to accept that it is a 
country of immigration –it  did all to socially 
and politically marginalise greatest migrant 
ethnic group: Turks  



Model of Assimilation 

 Inclusion of migrators into the society by simple 
process of adaptation 

 Abandonment of their language, cultural or social 
characteristics is expected 

 With time, politics of assimilation are replaced with 
softer integration politics, but with concealed wish 
for same outcome  

 Assimilation model represents civil understanding of 
nation: affiliation with political community and 
sharing of the common culture 



Model of assimilation 

 France 

 Great Britain 

 Netherlands 

 Migrators who are ready to accept political 
and legal requirements of country where 
they are staying, and accept its language and 
culture can become its fully accepted citizens 



Pluralistic model 

 Acceptance of migrant population as an ethnic 
community which stays distinct from most 
population concerning language, culture, social 
behavior  

 Rights guaranteed, variety is respected, but some 
formal norms still need to be adopted 

 First of all Sweden, then partly Great Britain and 
Netherlands 



Models in practice 

 Differencial model and partly assimilation 
model lead to creation of ethnical minorities 
which are not considered a legitimate part of 
society which doesn’t want to accept the 
possibility to change 

 

 Pluralistic model leads to creation of ethnic 
communities which are officialy accepted as 
integrated part of nation/country in process of 
changing 



What it means exactly 

 In first case, foreign population lives 
marginalised, on the peripheral part of 
community which is willing to keep the myth 
of its cultural static and  homogeneity of its 
identity whatever it takes 

 

 In other case, the higher stage of  
economical, social and political integration 
of “foreign”population is acquired 



Muslims in western Europe 

 The largest and the most publicly disputed foreign 
“group” in the context of modern west European 
community 

 

 Migration of Muslim population to west European 
countries is connected to colonialism 

 

 It resulted in Muslim ethnical colonies which are, it 
seems more than others, in rift between west European 
racial practice, and more and more often western belief 
in tradition of liberalism, pluralism and tolerance  



Simplified 

 After the last century’s 50’s and 60’s invitation made 
in the need of industrial advancement and getting 
the workforce – to slow and hard social integration 
of the same ones which today became permanent 
immigrants 

 As the economical situation changes, there are no 
more jobs and the fear of foreign workers taking the 
jobs is growing 



National identity 

 Fear of unemployment 

 Fear of contamination by foreign cultures 

 Fertile ground for racism 

 

 Simplified: Migrational problem grew from 
employment and housing level to the 
national identity level 



„Main enemy” 

 Migrators and asylees from the so-called 
“Second and Third World countries” 

 Especially Turkey, Middle East, Maghreb as 
well as Indian subcontinent 

 

 Islamic threat to European Christian 
tradition 



Numbers 

 In the beginning of the 90’s, two thirds of the 
European migrators were Muslims 

 There is around 17 million Muslims in the EU today 

 France: 3 to 4 million Muslims (in most cases of 
north african descent) 

 Great Britain - more than a million 

 Belgium 350.000 

 Netherlands 440.000 indonesian population, mostly 
muslim  

 Germany- 2,1 million Turks 

 



Status 

 Came temporary as “visiting workers” 

 However: Muslim communities come from 
migrating collectives, mostly men work 
force, in the meantime they became 
immigrant families: from temporary they 
were granted permanent stay  

 from the status of visitor to the status of 
citizen 



Relation towards the immigrated population 

 Varies from country to country: it is 
connected to past (colonial legacy) 

 Development of politics and way of treating 
NEW citizens 

 Challenges to liberal traditions and religious 
tolerance 

 



What could happen 

 Keeping Muslims as permanent foreigners 

 Encouraging their integration 

 Supporting the process of assimilation 

 Enabling of real, autonomous socially and 
legally accepted ethnical communities 



What currently is 

 „Western” Islam is usually manifested as a city 
phenomenon 

 Muslim citizens are city concentrated 

 The importance of mosques 

 Creating Islamic centres 

 

 

 „East is eastern” 

 

 



On the other side 

 Violence and conflicts of unsatisfied young 
generation:they want something more-true social 
integration, respect and same opportunites for everyone 

 

 On the other side there is a blockade at Europeans: 
historical, cultural, psychological and religious towards 
Islam without true wish to question it and work on it 

 Muslims also insist more and more on “cultural 
difference”  and by that they distance themselves from 
intercultural dialogue 

 



The reality of Islam in Europe 

 Little relation to stereotypes 

 Missing of important ethnographical studies on 
urban everyday migrant life and their religious ways 

 Modern Islam doesn’t give an answer to question 
how Muslim minorities should behave in non 
muslim majority’s living standards  

 Especially connected to mostly secular majority 

 



Temporary  conclusion 

 Significant number of young Muslims- the number 
varies from community to community- tries to find 
their own answers to their needs and view on 
reality, inside European frame which lets them be 
European without giving up on Islam 



„Glavni neprijatelji 

 


